Dice
Design—Böttcher & Kayser

Introduction
New ideas from the acclaimed Berlin-based designer duo Böttcher &
Kayser have become something of
a recurring theme in the Johanson
Design range. This spring’s additions
include the ingenious, multifunctional
DICE.
DICE is a hybrid concept that combines two essential furnishing functions – stool and table – in a single,
practical, light-hearted piece of furniture. The cube shape with its rounded
corners gives this product a relaxed,
laid-back character that makes it easy
to take full advantage of its multifunctional flexibility. With one padded side
and a flat surface of weight-saving

perforated metal, DICE is both a stool
and a table. All you need to do to
alternate between the two different
functions is simply to roll DICE over
– time and time again to serve the
desired function. Can there be a more
ingeniously versatile and practical
solution?
“We envisage DICE will be used in
large or small constellations – as
stools with their respective tables – in
the education sector, in libraries and
schools, cafés and public lounges,
but also in areas for mingling in large
office premises. DICE is always ready
to serve users in just the way they
choose,” say Böttcher & Kayser.

Designer
Böttcher & Kayser is a Berlin-based
studio founded in 2007, working
in the fields of consumer product,
furniture, lighting and interior design.
Moritz Böttcher and Nikolaus Kayser
have been rewarded with several
prestigious awards such as the
Interior Innovation Award, several
iF Design Awards and numerous
Red Dot Awards – including the
award‚ Best of the Best’ in 2013.
Their projects have been published
in books and magazines around the
world.

Model

Material
Seat - Upholstery materials
Johanson offers a very generous range of fabrics, leather
and artificial leather from the most reputable suppliers in the
world. Should any other material be desired despite the wide
selection, it is also possible to suggest other materials. Johanson does not charge start-up costs for handling non-standard
materials.

Multicolour - Finish RAL
Take part in Johanson's color range, 399 variants
of different finishes are offered as standard on steel
frames and metal details. Choose from all 192 RAL
colors, alternatives are available both as solid finish
(gloss 72) or Structure finish which has a matte,
slightly textured elegant surface. In addition, 15 RAL
colors with pearl finish are offered.
For all colours see www.johansondesign.com
192 Solid collection (gloss 72)
192 Structure collection (matte, textured surface)
15 Pearl finish collection
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Material
• The frame consists of wood and CMHR
foam (density 65kg) that meets the highest
requirements for flammability (CMHR quality). The details are made of finished/lacquered steel.
Certificate
• Fire certificate (BS EN 1021-1 & 2)
BIM - objects can be downloaded at
johansondesign.com
3D Max

Autocad 2D

Archicad

Autocad 3D

Revit

Sketchup

pCon

Recycling
All steel parts are recyclable.
Before we finish the chrome/lacquer all grease/oil is removed by alkaline wash and then
sent for destruction. The lacquering is produced by electrostatic epoxy powder coating
that gives a minium of waste. The electrostatic
chrome (chrome 3) is recyclable. The plastic
parts that are used are recyclable by grinding.
All upholstery and frames of synthetic material
are totally without C.F.C. emissions. All glue is
water based.
Material declaration
For more information about the product please
download material declaration on our website,
under Downloads à Product Information at
www.johansondesign.com
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